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AN ALLIANCE COIN OF DIONYSOPOLIS
WITH CALIATIS AND TOMI?
William M. Stancomb

A bronze coin of Dionysopolis in the author's collection is iillustrated bere and might be of
somc interest:
AE. Obv. Dionysus r. wearing ivy wreath in bordcr of dots. Rev. From I. to r.; club downwards,
pilei ofthe Dioscuri capped by stars, filleted thyrsus: above, LlIO.
1.
11
1.34
Reu. ln excrgue, .::lIOTI.
The general type was not known to Canarache 1 but was included by Dr. Draganov in a poster
display shown at the Berlin Congress in 1997 2 • An article based on this exhibition was published in
the Numismatic Circulai" in December 19971. Draganov noted all known Hellenistic bronze coins of
Dionysopolis together with unpublished Roman Provincial coins of the city known to him. In the
article (hencefmih, Dionysopolis), no. 15 has the types with magistrates' names ..:1IONY and
EYKAEOY the latter being illustrated. The same types are repeated for no.16 but here three names
are givcn, AKOP, HPAKAEI and .::lIOY? and HPAKAEI and AKOP are illustrated, in that order.
He subsequently confinned to me (pers. comm.) that the .::lIOY? not illustrated is indeed our .::lIOTI
above.
A club, the stars of the Dioscuri and the thyrsus appear on earlier coins of Dionysopolis in
the third and second centuries BC. However, it is most unusual for these three 'attributes' of three
different gods tobe shown on the reverse of a coin with Dionysus on the obverse.4 I therefore suggest
that these three 'attributes' represent the principal deities of the cities of Callatis, Tomis and
Dionysopolis respectively. We consider that the cities must have make a short-lived politica! or
economic arrangement such as an alliances. On the small group of coins illustrated in the
Dionysopolis article, the dies of magistrates' AKOP and HPAKAEI are more delicately engraved by
a skilled die engraver while those of EYKAEOY and .MOTI have a head of Dionysus and symbols
which are rather larger and somewhat cruder.
Of particular interest are the letters AKOP as a magistrate's part name on coin 16. The four
Jetters makes it highly probable that this is Akornion son of Dionysios the well-known statesman
from Dionysopolis, who among his many civic virtues acted for the Dacian ruler Byrebista and who is
commemorated on the important inscription found at Balchik, now in Sofia 6 • Akornion, possibly a
non-Greek name, is itself very rare. The authors of the recently published Lexicon of Gl"eek Personal
Names know of one other exampJe1.

'V. Canarache, Monede autonome inedite din Dionysopolis şi cronologia lor relativă, in SCN, 1, 1957, p. 61-78.
, D. Draganov, The bronze coins of Dionysopolis: typology, in Xll lnternationaler Numismatisches Kongr·ess, Berlin
1997, p. 16-17.
J Idem, The Bronze Coirwge of Dionysopolis, in NCirc„ 105, 1997, IO (December), p. 371-7.
• I use the term 'attributc' hcre to define the additional symbol to make clear the deity represented on the obverse or
reverse of a coi n.
s SNG XI, The William Stancomb Collection of Coins of the Black Sea Region, Oxford, 2000, for late coins of Callatis,
nos. 99-102, Tomis, nos. 276-82.
6 /GB I• 13, 44 Akornion, son of Dionysios.
'P. M. Fraser and E. Mathews (eds.) A Lexicon of Greek Personal Nmne„ IV, Macedonia, Thmce, Northern Regions of
the Black Sea, Oxford, 2005. With this volume, Greek names from Europe, Cyprus and Cyrenc have now been covered.
Asia and Egypt are still to be published, but the database for these areas accumulated so far by the compilers docs not
indicate a further Akornion. The other known Akornion is 2"'1 cent AD from Tomis, ISM II 125, 14, Akornion son of
Lysimachos.
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The date ofthis inscription from Balchik has been given toc. 48 BC due lo Akornion's known
dealings with Byrebista and the Romans. The traditional practice for Creek parcnts was to name
their first-bom son after his paternal grandfather and their second after the maternal grandfather, so
there might bc a possibility that another relative of the historical Akornion could be the name on the
coin. Assuming that Akornion is the statesman on the inscription, then the date of these coins must
fa]) to the years close to 48 BC.
Thrce of lhe above magistrates' names also appear among others on a hcavier serics:
Obv. Demeter r. veiled and wearing a turreted stephane and corn wreath. Rev. Demeter wearing
turreted stephane seated I. on throne, holding patera and corn ear; tor.: .:110~0; in cxergue, one ofthe
following,
HPAKAEl.:10Y Dio11ysopolis 29 Canarache 25-8
EYKAEOY
Dionysopolis 29

AKOPN

Dionysopolis 30 Canarache 43 AKOPNI

Dionysopolis does not record coin weights but there is a range between 8.5 to 5.5 g, so we

can confidently call these double units. Here, we have a further letter, N of the name Akornion
according to Draganov and Canarache 43 reads it as AKOPNI.
The author has not seen sufficient material to take this matter any further, but suggests that
the date of our coin is just before C-48 and that an alliance beween Callatis, Torni and Dionysopolis is
quite feasible during the difficult limes when Byrebista was seeking to conquer them.
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